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	Visual Basic and Visual Basic .NET for Scientists and Engineers, 9781893115552 (1893115550), Apress, 2002

	Visual Basic and Visual Basic .NET for Scientists and Engineers begins with an overview of the Visual Basic and Visual Basic .NET IDEs, their important characteristics, and how the development environments can be manipulated to suit developers' needs. After a solid discussion of VB and VB .NET forms, controls, and namespaces, author Christopher Frenz shows you how to put controls to work by making use of the different control events.


	Once this introductory material has been covered, you're introduced to the different data types that Visual Basic supports, with special attention paid to the various numerical data types and their uses. Frenz then takes an in-depth look at the various numerical and logical operators and their precedence. You'll explore VB's loop structures via practical examples.


	Frenz later delves into topics such as designing graphical user interfaces, programming customized spreadsheets, and debugging. Along the way, you'll learn about the all-important file handling and data acquisition techniques, as well as how to graphically display your data. You'll also move on to cover more advanced topics, including mathematical modeling and the new, rapidly growing field of bioinformatics.


	IF YOU ARE A NOVICE PROGRAMMER, this book iS designed for you. The text begins with an overview of the Visual Basic development environment, its important characteristics, and how the environment can be manipulated to suit your needs. Next, a discussion of forms and their uses ensues. This discussion is followed by coverage of the Visual Basic controls, which are most essential to scientific programming. You then learn how to put controls to work by making use of the different control events.
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Learning Cython ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Developers who like C/C++ will love the added dynamism of Cython. This practical guide gives you everything you need to start programming with Cython and enhancing your existing applications. It could change your working life.


	Overview

	
		Extend C applications with pure Python code
	
		Expand...



		

Designing Gestural Interfaces: Touchscreens and Interactive DevicesO'Reilly, 2008

	
		If you want to get ahead in this new era of interaction design, this is the reference you need. Nintendo's Wii and Apple's iPhone and iPod Touch have made gestural interfaces popular, but until now there's been no complete source of information about the technology.

		

		Designing Gestural...



		

Professional SharePoint 2010 DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012

	Updated guidance on how to take advantage of the newest features of SharePoint programmability


	More than simply a portal, SharePoint is Microsoft's popular content management solution for building intranets and websites or hosting wikis and blogs. Offering broad coverage on all aspects of development for the SharePoint...





	

Winning Results with Google AdWords, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Run a Profitable Google AdWords Campaign
Reach millions of targeted new customers at the precise moment theyAnd#39;re looking for the products and services youAnd#39;re selling with help from this hands-on guide. Winning Results with Google AdWords, Second Edition reveals the latest strategies for writing successful...


		

DevOps with Kubernetes: Accelerating software delivery with container orchestratorsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to implement DevOps using Docker & Kubernetes.


	About This Book

	
		Learning DevOps, container, and Kubernetes within one book.
	
		Leverage Kubernetes as a platform to deploy, scale, and run containers efficiently.
	
		A practical guide towards container management and...



		

A Simple Guide to Dreamweaver MXPrentice Hall, 2002
Dreamweaver MX is part of the MX Web development ‘family’ at Macromedia and offers a sophisticated development interface for both beginners and advanced users. Dreamweaver enables you to get your hands dirty with visible and accessible HTML code or lets you work in blissful ignorance while it builds code for you behind the scenes....
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